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My Dictionary and Detached Thoughts are both written in a leather-bound note book of white 

wove paper, the pages of which are 18 x 25cm. Byron has numbered the pages up to 199, 

although he has only written on 159 (ten for My Dictionary, 149 for Detached Thoughts). The 

paper on the blank pages is in pristine condition after nearly two centuries. 

 

Ravenna. May 1
st
. 1821. 

Amongst various journals – memoranda – diaries – &
c
. – which I have kept in the course of my living – 

I began one about three months ago – & <be> carried it on till I had filled one paper=book (thinnish) – 

and two sheets or so of another. – I then left off partly – because I thought we should have some 

business here – and I had furbished up my arms – & got my apparatus ready for taking a turn with the 

Patriots – having my drawers full of their proclamations – oaths – and resolutions – and my lower 

rooms of {their} hidden weapons of most calibres <xxx=xxxx Musquetry> – – and partly because I had 

filled my paper book. – – 

But the Neapolitans have betrayed themselves & all the World – & those who would have given their 

blood for Italy can now only give her their tears. – 

 

[2] 

 

2) Some day or other – if dust holds together – I have been enough in the Secret (at least in this part of 

the country) to cast perhaps some little light upon the atrocious treachery which has replunged Italy 

into Barbarism. – At present I have neither the time nor the temper. – However – the real Italians are 

not to blame – merely the scoundrels at the Heel of the Boot – which the Hun now wears & will 

trample them to ashes {with} for their Servility. – 

I have risked myself with the others here and how far I may or may not be compromised is a problem at 

this moment some of them like “Craigengelt” would “tell all – & more than all to save themselves”
1
 

but come what may the cause was a glorious one – though it reads at present as if the Greeks had run 

away from Xer= 

 

[3] 

 

=xes.
2
 – – Happy the few who have only to reproach themselves with believing that these rascals were 

less “rascaille” than they proved. – – Here in Romagna – the efforts were necessarily limited to 

preparations and good intentions – until the Germans were fairly engaged in equal warfare – as we are 

upon their very frontiers without a single fort – or hill – nearer than San Marino. – Whether “Hell will 

be paved with” those “good intentions” – I know not – but the<y>re will probably be good store of 

Neapolitans to walk upon the pavement – whatever may <it’s> be its composition. – Slabs of lava from 

their mountain – with the bodies of their {own} damned Souls for cement – would be the fittest 

causeway for Satan’s “Corso”. – – – 

 

[4] 

 

4) But what shall I write? – another Journal? – I think not. – Anything that comes uppermost – and call 

it “my Dictionary.” – 

 

My Dictionary 

 

Augustus. – I have often been puzzled with his character. – Was he a great Man? Assuredly. – But not 

one of my great men – I have always looked upon Sylla as the greatest Character in History – for 

laying down his power at the moment when it was 

 

“too great to keep or to resign” 

 

                                                           
1: Scott, The Bride of Lammermuir, Chap.7: “… he will tell all the truth of me, and twenty lies to you, in order to 

save himself from the withie”. 
2: At Thermoplylae, Salamis or Plataea. 



and thus despising them all. – –As to the retention of his power by Augustus – the thing was already 

settled. – If he had given it up – the Commonwealth was gone – the republic was {long} past all 

resuscitation. – Had Brutus & Cassius gained the battle of Philippi – 

 

[5] 

 

it would not have restored the republic – its’ days ended with the Gracchi – the rest was a mere struggle 

of parties – you might as well cure a Consumption, <or res> restore a broken egg – as revive a state so 

long a prey to every uppermost Soldier as Rome had long been. – – As for despotism – if Augustus 

could have been sure that all his successors would have been like himself – (I mean not as Octavius – 

but Augustus) – or Napoleon would have insured the world that none of his Successors would have 

been like himself – the antient – or modern World might have gone on like the Empire of China – in a 

state of lethargic prosperity. – Suppose for instance – that instead of Tiberius & Caligula – Augustus 

had been {immediately} succeeded by Nerva – Trajan – the Antonines – or even {by} Titus & his 

father – what 

 

[6] 

 

6) a difference in our estimate of himself? so far from gaining by the contrast I think that one half of 

our dislike arises from his <her> having been heired by Tiberius – and one half of Julius Cæsar’s fame 

– from his having had his empire consolidated by Augustus. – Suppose that there had been no Octavius 

and Tiberius had “jumped the life”
3
 between – and at once succeeded Julius? – – 

And yet it is difficult to say whether hereditary right – or popular voice produce the worse Sovereigns. 

The Roman Consuls make goodly show – but then they only reigned for a year – and were under a sort 

of personal obligation to distinguish themselves. – <As> It is {still more} difficult to say which form of 

<diffic> Government is the worst – all are so bad. – 

As for democracy – it is the <worst> 

 

[7] 

 

worst of the whole – for what is (in fact) democracy? <reall> an Aristocracy of 

Blackguards. – 

 
Aberdeen – Old and New or the Auldtoun & Newtoun. – 

 

For<rom> several years of my earliest childhood I was in that City – but have never revisited it since I 

was ten years old. – I <had> <went> {was} sent at five years old or earlier to a School kept by a M
r
. 

Bowers – who was called “Bodsy Bowers” by reason of his dapperness. – It was a School for both 

sexes – I learned little there – except to repeat by rote the first lesson of Monosyllables – “God made 

man – let us love him” by hearing it often repeated – without <having> {acquiring} a letter. – 

Whenever proof was made of my progress at home – I repeated these words with the most rapid 

fluency, 

 

[8] 

 

8) but <only> on turning over a new leaf – I continued to repeat them – so that the <l> narrow 

boundaries of my first year’s accomplishments were detected – my ears boxed – (which they did not 

deserve – – seeing {that} it was by ear only that I had acquired my letters) – and my intellects 

consigned to a new <director> preceptor. – He was a <sweet> {very} decent – clever – little 

Clergyman – named Ross – {afterwards} Minister of one of the kirks (East I think) under him – I made 

an astonishing progress – and I recollect to this day his mild manners & good=natured painstaking. – 

The moment I could read – my grand passion was history – and why I know not – but I was particularly 

taken with the battle near the Lake Regillus in the Roman History – put into my hands the first. – – 

Four 

 

[9] 

 

                                                           
3: Shakespeare, Macbeth, I vii 7. 



years {ago} when standing on the heights of Tusculum – & looking down upon the little round Lake 

{that was once Regillus &} which dots the immense expanse below – – I remembered my young 

enthusiasm & my old instructor. – – Afterwards I had a very serious – saturnine – but kind young man 

named Paterson for a Tutor – he was the son of my Shoemaker – but a good Scholar as is common with 

the Scotch. – He was a rigid Presbyterian also. – With him I began Latin in Ruddiman’s Grammar – & 

continued till I went to the “Grammar School” (Scotice “Schule” – Aberdonice “Squeel”) where I 

threaded all the Classes to the fourth – when I was re=called to England (where I had been hatched) by 

the demise of my Uncle. – I acquired this handwriting which I can hardly read myself under the 

 

[10] 

 

10) fair copies of M
r
. Duncan of the same <city> {city}. – I don’t think that he would plume himself 

upon my progress. – However I wrote much better then than I have ever done since; – haste and 

agitation of one kind or another have quite spoilt as pretty a scrawl as <ever> ever <shone on an a> 

{scratched over} a frank. – The Grammar School might consist of a hundred & fifty of all ages under 

age. – It was divided into five Classes – taught by four masters – the Chief – teaching the fifth & fourth 

himself – as in England the fifth, sixth forms, and Monitors are heard by the Head Masters. –  – – –  

 

 


